1. **Comp sponsors:** Rochet Kitchens – Barry Moss – Snapper  
2. **John Hill Excavations & Drainage** – kids day  
3. **Mica Furniture** – Mick Rushford – Westernport Open

---

**Trash Talk**

1. **Friday 10 Nov - arvo/night Snapper Comp was held at Carrum.**

   Andy N came home with the biggest Snapper weighing in at 5.05 kgs. Jacko was next best with 3.8 kgs. The bay is a desert with not many Snapper this year or maybe they are smart fish and keeping away from boats? Regardless, lots of time put in for not much reward.


2. **Sunday 19 Nov – Kids comp at Johnnos dam.**

   On a beautiful Saturday afternoon a few blokes and Tay Razz headed to Johnno’s and stayed over on Saturday night enjoying Chinese chow around the open fire and some drinks and some more and then a night cap. Next thing we know Jacko is there, ah it was 08:15 Sunday morning, not sure what happened to the night. Nevertheless, a great day had by all the billy lids catching eels, trout and Harley pulling in one very big silver perch, nearly the same weight as himself, a 1.7kg monster. He also cleaned up with the heaviest bag! Good job young lad, in his very first comp. Certainly putting his old man to shame as a fisher. Next best was a 790g trout caught by Ryder.


3. **Friday 24 to Sunday 26 Nov – San Remo at Mick’s**

   A big crew traveled to Mick’s motel at San Remo.

   Some good fish taken with Tim reeling in the best snapper at 4.47kg. Jacko next best with 3.82. Sorati picked up some gummies to take out the heaviest bag. Most who fished picked up a nice feed of snapper or gummy.

   The kids also did well with Cody


   whipping in a 2.5kg gummy and Kane a 2.3kg. They would have been nice with some chips boys!
**Competition News**

### Results of the Comp 1

**Seniors:**
Heaviest fish: Andy N - 5.05kg snapper  
Runner up: Jacko - 3.8kg snapper  
Heaviest Bag: N/A

**Juniors:**
Heaviest fish: N/A  
Heaviest bag:  
Runner up:

### Results of the Comp 2

**Juniors:**
Heaviest fish: Harley – 1.7kg silver perch  
Runner up: Ryder – 0.79kg trout  
Heaviest Bag: Ethan – 2.1kg bag of trout

### Results of the Comp 3

**Seniors:**
Heaviest fish: Tim – 4.47kg snapper  
Runner up: Jacko - 3.8kg snapper  
Heaviest Bag: Sorati – 6.39kg flake

### NAFA Award –
Too many to mention this month

### Progressive Points May 17/18

**Seniors**
- Clav: 20
- Fothers: 20
- Carrots: 20
- Andy: 15
- Barras: 10
- Thorny: 5
- Vaughny: 5

**Juniors**
- Cody: 10
- Kane: 5

**Boat**
- Al: 10
- Jacko: 5

---

**General Business**

Christmas party at Moulds this year in Officer – sponsor Tackle World Cranbourne. Historically held at Simon and Leannes, thanks for their hospitality over the many years.

Next comp – both bays 2-4 Feb 2018, then Port Welshpool.

Tight lines till then!